AGENDA ITEMS:

I. Approval of Minutes from December 6, 2021, meeting

II. Crosswalk Syllabus Review Project

III. General Education Council Administrative Policies
    - Proposals to align MAC Foundation Enrollments with Competency Intent (Action item)
    - Student Catalog Year Policy (Information item)

IV. MAC Petitions for Transfer Credit
    Approval of petition would grant a universal equivalency
    - TR/7330 Petition for Transfer Credit: Request to allow GEO 1300 to satisfy MAC Critical Thinking and Inquiry in the Natural Sciences competency
    - BC/7875 Petition for Transfer Credit: Request to allow SOCI 205 to satisfy MAC Diversity & Equity through the Humanities and Fine Arts OR through the Social & Behavioral Sciences competency
    - MR/9136 Petition for Transfer Credit: Request to allow BIOL 1322 to satisfy MAC Health & Wellness competency
DK/9536 Petition for Transfer Credit: Request to allow BIOL 2113 to satisfy MAC Data Analysis and Interpretation in the Natural Sciences competency

V. Advisor Appeals for General Education Substitutions

YC/60597 Advisor Appeal: Request to allow MUS 211 to satisfy MAC Diversity & Equity through the Humanities and Fine Arts OR through the Social & Behavioral Sciences competency

VM/60682 Advisor Appeal: Request to allow QRT 120 to satisfy MAC Quantitative Reasoning competency

VM/60685 Advisor Appeal: Request to allow PED 131 to satisfy MAC Health & Wellness competency

MW/60754 Advisor Appeal: Request to allow BCH 102 (ELE 000) to satisfy MAC Data Analysis and Interpretation in the Natural Sciences competency

MW/60755 Advisor Appeal: Request to allow ELE 000 to satisfy MAC Global Engagement and Intercultural Learning through the Humanities and Fine Arts OR through the Social & Behavioral Sciences competency

MW/60756 Advisor Appeal: Request to allow ISL ST 100 to satisfy MAC Global Engagement and Intercultural Learning through the Humanities and Fine Arts OR through the Social & Behavioral Sciences competency

DT/60849 Advisor Appeal: Request to allow HUMA 1010 to satisfy MAC Critical Thinking and Inquiry in the Humanities and Fine Arts

MJ/60892 Advisor Appeal: Request to allow MBA 718 to satisfy GEC GL marker requirement

MD/61025 Advisor Appeal: Request to allow ENG 140 to satisfy GEC GLT category requirement

MW/61080 Advisor Appeal: Request to allow PSC 260 to satisfy GEC WI marker requirement

JB/61082 Advisor Appeal: Request to allow GES 106 to satisfy MAC Data Analysis and Interpretation in the Natural Sciences competency

TG/ 61183 Advisor Appeal: Request to allow BLS 301 to satisfy MAC Oral Communication competency
VI. MAC Course Proposals

- ATY 204 Anthropology through Film
  MAC request: Critical Thinking in the Social and Behavioral Sciences

- CCI 216 The Seven Wonders of the Ancient World
  MAC request: Oral Communication

- CCI 225 Speaking of Murder: Greek Tragedy in Performance
  MAC request: Oral Communication

- DCE 218 Jazz Dance: from the Street to the Stage
  MAC request: Diversity & Equity through the Humanities and Fine Arts OR through the Social & Behavioral Sciences

- ENG 115 Literature Off the Page
  MAC request: Oral Communication

- ENG 123 Speaking Out for Change: Advocacy Communication Across Contexts
  MAC request: Oral Communication

- ENT 206/BUS 206 Start Something Globally Sustainable!
  MAC request: Global Engagement and Intercultural Learning through the Humanities and Fine Arts OR through the Social & Behavioral Sciences

- MUS 229 History of Rock Music
  MAC request: Critical Thinking and Inquiry in the Humanities and Fine Arts

- MUS 243 Music and Fairy Tales
  MAC request: Critical Thinking and Inquiry in the Humanities and Fine Arts

- MUS 244 Music Cultures of the World
  MAC request: Global Engagement and Intercultural Learning through the Humanities and Fine Arts OR through the Social & Behavioral Sciences

- PHI 202 Arguing About…
  MAC request: Oral Communication

- PSC 101 Politics in a Digital World
  MAC request: Foundations

- THR 101 Theatre First Year Foundations
  MAC request: Foundations

- THR 130 Actors and Acting: Simple Actions to Superheroes
  MAC request: Oral Communication
VII. Transfer Articulation and Study Abroad courses
Review of Study Abroad courses for MAC attributes
- Students individually submit form
- Council review possible courses submitted by Study Abroad

VIII. Assessment update

IX. Announcements/Other Items